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Party Night On Union Station (EarthCent Ambassador Book 10)
Synopsis

Book Ten of EarthCent Ambassador. Start series with Book One, Date Night on Union Station. Kelly heads to Earth for the first ever Conference of EarthCent Ambassadors, but while the cat’s away, the mice will play.
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Customer Reviews

E. M. Foner wrote "Party Night on Union Station is getting a sequel because I’m addicted to my own characters." So am I, addicted to the Union Station series that is. No violence. no sex, (ignore the picture on all of the covers). The books are addictive, very funny, very human and true to life. Most aliens love to dance and the humans aren’t too bad at dancing.

I have read the entire series, to date, and it’s amazing how uniformly well written and interesting the entire series is. Wonderful, clean science fiction. I'm currently fascinated by Samuel and his young girlfriend. We only got a taste of that with the hint of more to come. Buy the series. You will love them.
All the books in this series are fun, clever, and a joy to read. Their main attraction is that they are delightfully humorous. And this time he even throws in a touch of drama. The book is split between Ambassador Kelly and family attending a meeting of EarthCent ambassadors on Earth and Dring and friends planning a surprise party for Kelly on her return to Union Station. Jeeves has always been a bit of an odd Stryx who always wants to be part of the action. The humans try to limit his participation if they can because he is a loose canon who says and does some peculiar things. Well this book is no exception in this regard even though he occasionally does good.

This one was a fast read, unlike others in the series, but I’m not sure why. I do love the dry wit, self-effacing silly characters, charm and simple linear story that I liken to a meandering road trip through a happy and looney galaxy.

I just love the entire gang on union station. I recommend this series highly. Whenever a new book comes out, it’s almost like going home at Christmas and seeing all your relatives again in one place.

A fun continuation of the Union Station series. You’re going to buy all 10 books, so just get them all at once and read them in order. I read the first 9 over one rainy weekend, then had to wait months and months for this one. I hope there are many more to come.
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